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This is 
Beast Academy 
Practice Book 

3B.

Each 
chapter of this 
Practice book 
corresponds to 
a chapter from 
Beast Academy 

Guide 3B. 

You may also read 
the entire chapter in the 
Guide before beginning 
the Practice chapter.

The first page of 
each chapter includes a 
recommended sequence 

for the Guide and 
Practice book.

CHAPTER 4Multiplication  

 Recommended Sequence:

Book Pages
Guide:    12−25
   Practice:   7−15
Guide:    26−32
   Practice:   16−29
Guide:    33−47
   Practice:   30−43

Use this Practice book with Guide 3B.

 You may also read the entire chapter 
in the Guide before beginning the 
Practice chapter.
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I N T R O D U C T I O NHow to Use This Book

Other problems 
are marked with 
a . For these 

problems, you should 
write an explanation 

for your answer.

Some problems 
in this book are very 

challenging. These problems 
are marked with a . The 

hardest problems have 
two stars!

Every 
problem marked 
with a  has a 

hint!

Hints for the 
starred problems 
begin on page 96.

Solutions 
are in the 

back, starting 
on page 100.

A complete 
explanation is 
given for every 

problem!

None of 
the problems in 
this book require 

the use of a 
calculator.

Some pages direct you to 
related pages from the Guide.

Guide Pages: 89-92
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54.   Since this problem has a star, it must be really hard! Problems with 
stars have hints in the back of the book, starting on page 96.

55.   After problem 54 is problem 55. All of the problems in each chapter 
are numbered in order, starting with problem number 1. Since this 
problem has a pencil, your answer should include an explanation.

The text that goes here usually includes an 
explanation of the solution to the problem given 
in the example.

54. ________

Here is 
where | tell you 
something about 
the problems you 

are doing.

PRACTICE Instructions to the practice problems go here.

Examples are included to help you
understand the problems in the section.

EXAMPLE 

Guide Pages: 39-4342

54.

55.

I n t r o d u c t i o nPretend Solutions 144
54.  Each of the solutions in the back of this book includes a 

complete explanation of how to solve the problem, not 
just the answer. Sometimes, we will provide a solution 
that is different than the way you solved the problem. 
It is useful to read the solution to every problem even if 
you got the answers correct. You may learn a different 
way to solve the problem. Or, you may fi nd a mistake 
that we made! Wouldn’t it be fun to write the authors to 
point out a mistake they made.

55.  These are just fake solutions that we wrote so that 
it looked like there was text here. If we put the real 
solutions here, it would give away some of the answers 
to the problems that show up in the book. Then, you 
wouldn’t be able to have fun trying to solve them on 
your own! Here are some fake diagrams to go with 
the fake solutions:

56.  If you are having trouble with a problem, it can be 
tempting to just look in the back of the book for the 
answer. The more you think about a problem, the 
more you learn by solving it (this is usually true even 
if you get the wrong answer). Do your best to fi gure 
out a problem before looking for the answer. Don’t 
forget to use the hints for the starred problems before 
reading the solution.

57.  Here are some more diagrams to make these fake 
solutions look like real ones:

58.  Here is some mathy stuff:

51+52+53=50+50+50+1+2+3=150+6=156.

So, the answer is 156. Notice that the answer is 
bold. This makes it easier to fi nd the answer to each 
problem quickly.

59.  The header below separates sections of problems. 
This makes it easier to fi nd the solution you 
are looking for.

I n t r o d u c t i o nFake Solutions 145

60.  Did you notice the number on the right side of the 
header above? That is the page number where you can 
fi nd the problems in the Practice book. That way, when 
you are all fi nished reading a solution, you can fl ip back 
to the page you were working on.

61.  You may be asking yourself, “Why did the author 
go to so much trouble writing text that no one can 
read without  super-human vision?” There’s no 
good answer, really.

62.  Sometimes we give two possible ways to solve a 
problem. Usually, these two ways are separated by the 
word “or” and some lines like the ones below:

— or —

The second solution would come here. Generally, the 
quicker or more clever solution comes second.

63.  Here is another fake solution with some diagrams. It’s 
from a different book in the Beast Academy series. 
Can you fi gure out what is going on just by looking 
at the diagrams?

8

8 8

153

12

Below is a new diagram with the same pieces.

12 3 15

8

Can you guess what the question that goes with the 
diagrams above was? Here’s a hint: The answer 
is 240 squares.

64.   There’s another header below.

I n t r o d u c t i o nComplete Jibberish 146-148
65.  The jibberish below is called Lorem Ipsum. It is 

complete jibberish used as placeholder text to fi ll the 
rest of the space below.

66.  Curabitur velit nisl, eleifend nec interdum id, commodo 
id magna. Nam venenatis neque ac augue ultrices 
volutpat. Aenean quis diam ut ligula volutpat dapibus.

67.  Makes no sense does it? I think some of those 
words are Latin.

68.  Morbi rutrum consequat eros a rutrum. Praesent 
pellentesque urna ac nibh dictum consequat. Maecenas 
eget velit magna. Duis volutpat auctor neque sit amet 
congue. Aliquam erat volutpat. Suspendisse potenti. 
Pellentesque ut nulla lorem. Morbi consectetur purus 
volutpat enim vestibulum rhoncus sodales ligula aliquet.

69.  Ready to get started on some math problems? Get to it!

111Pretend Solutions
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